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Main organizer Ričardas Čekutis [Richardas Chekutis] of the 

March 11th Nazi march through Vilnius where the slogan 

"Lithuania for Lithuanians" was shouted works as senior specialist 

for public relations at the Lithuanian Center for the Study of 

Genocide and Resistance. Čekutis thus works in the field of 

Holocaust education at the same  time as he leads the Center of 

Nationalist Youth which maintains ties with skinhead and similar 

organizations. 

 

Čekutis was previously employed as assistant to member of 

parliament Dalia Kuodytė (Liberal Union faction) [who left the 

Genocide Research Center, where she was director, in order to 

enter the country’s Seimas or Parliament]. 

 

Is it possible in an EU country for a Nazi candidate in the 21st 

century to curate the theme of the mass murder of 220,000 

Lithuanian citizens at an institution funded by the state? It turns 

out  that it is possible. Is this not spitting in the face of the victims 

of genocide and not a mockery of the several thousand surviving 
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Lithuanian Jews and the government's own idea of announcing this 

year as the year to commemorate the Holocaust? 

 

Čekutis was earlier an assistant to MP Dalia Kuodytė. She did 

relieve him of his post after Čekutis and other Young Lithuania 

party members used the campaign slogan "Without gays, blacks, 

reds and camp Gypsies" during municipal elections. 

 

The Lithuanian Center for the Study of the Genocide of Lithuanian 

Residents is criticized abroad because there is no Holocaust 

exhibition at the center. Now the center could also achieve infamy 

as the only institution researching genocide in the world whose 

reputation is the responsibility of a 21st century Nazi candidate. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 


